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Where was your soul before you were born? If your soul is immortal, did it have a "life" prior to
birth? Did you choose your life and parents? Is reincarnation real? Elizabeth and Neil Carman,
the authors of Cosmic Cradle, address these questions through interviews with adults and
children who report pre-birth experiences (PBEs) not based on regression, hypnosis, or drugs.
Instead, interviewees recall their pre-birth existence completely sober and awake.In contrast to
near-death experiences (NDEs), which have been well documented to show us what the soul
experiences after death, PBEs throw light upon our lives before birth. People with NDEs sense
that they "return home" when their spirits cross to the other side. What is the nature of this place
we "return" to? PBEs suggest that we come from the same place we return to: we come from the
Light and return to the Light. The same eternal "you" progresses through life before life, human
life, and life after death.This new edition of Cosmic Cradle explores your soul's journey into your
mother's womb--where your soul comes from, the origin and purpose of your life, and the
process by which you entered an earthly body. In pre-birth communications, parents meet a soul
seeking to cross over from the heavenly realm to human birth. Persons with pre-birth memories
recall existence in a luminous world before birth, in which they preview the upcoming life with a
Divine Planner, and recall how they journeyed to their mothers' wombs.ContentsForeword by
Bernie Siegel, MDIntroduction: Amnesia of Our Spiritual OriginsPart One: Pre-Birth Memory1.
Children as Messengers
2. Memories of the Cosmic Cradle
3. “I Was in Your Tummy Twice”
4. Scanning Soul Plans: Contemporary Pre-Birth Memories5. Welcome to Planet Earth
6. Shirley Temple and the Blue Bird
7. Our Soul as a Tiny Spaceship
8. I Saw All My Costumes Part Two: Pre-Birth Communications9. Souls Waiting in the Wings for
Birth10. Soul as a Sphere of Light
11. Cosmic Conception12. Miscarriages and Stillbirths in the Light of Pre-Birth Plans13.
Conversations with Unborn Children Part Three: Pre-Birth Wisdom down through History14.
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"Cosmic Cradle is such an enjoyable read and not just a dry esoteric or academic study. It is a
beautifully crafted book with an almost universal appeal. Mothers will love it, fathers will be



engrossed by it and grandparents will wonder at the cyclic patterns described by these young
children."—Peter J. Morris, alternative blogger, writer, researcher “Cosmic Cradle is a must-read
for everyone who has forgotten the life of their soul before birth. A penetrating and insightful
inquiry into one of the greatest mysteries of existence—where we come from, who we are, why
we are here, and why we forget.”—Joan Borysenko, PhD, author of Seven Paths to God and
Minding the Body, Mending the Mind“Modern research into the nature of consciousness is
revealing a consistent picture: consciousness is nonlocal or infinite in space and time. It is not
confined to the brain, the body, or the present, as many have believed. Cosmic Cradle puts a
human face on this research. This fascinating book will bring comfort to anyone concerned
about our origins and destiny—and who isn’t?”—Larry Dossey, MD, author of The One Mind,
Reinventing Medicine, and Healing Words“Cosmic Cradle gives me chills of recognition. This
book is the truth. And I found it both an affirmation and huge inspiration.”—Christiane Northrup,
MD, author of The Wisdom of Menopause and Women’s Bodies, Women’s Wisdom“I love the
concept of Cosmic Cradle. It relates most completely to the unequivocal reality of reincarnation,
an essential understanding of life. Pre-birth memories and memories of previous incarnations
continue to help us understand our complex Cosmos.”—C. Norman Shealy, MD, PhD, author of
Energy Medicine“Cosmic Cradle is a stunning achievement, comprehensive in scope, spiritually
illuminating! In one stroke the authors have succeeded in lifting out of obscurity a world literature
—ignored during the recent era of scientific materialism—representing virtually all cultures and
religions from ancient to contemporary times.… This work of encyclopedic proportions is the
rare fruit of forty years of passionate and scholarly exploration of human consciousness, the
neglectedstepchild of twentieth-century psychology. Elizabeth and Neil Carman have thrown
open a golden door.”—David B. Chamberlain, PhD, author of Windows to the Womb: Revealing
the Conscious Baby from Conception to Birth and The Mind of Your Newborn Baby“Cosmic
Cradle gives us a wider lens through which to view the questions every child asks—where did I
come from and how did I get here? Cosmic Cradle is fruitful reading for couples planning to have
a child, for parents, and family life educators. Thank you Elizabeth and Neil Carman for
compiling this tome!”—Jeannine Parvati Baker, coauthor of Conscious Conception: Elemental
Journey through the Labyrinth of Sexuality and author of Hygieia: A Woman’s Herbal and
Prenatal Yoga and Natural Childbirth“An extraordinary research work, yielding a quasi-
encyclopedic treasury of evidence for the soul’s preexistence. Cosmic Cradle makes it clear that
pre-birth communication has been known and recorded throughout history and across cultures
worldwide.”—Elisabeth Hallett, author of Stories of the Unborn Soul and Soul Trek: Meeting Our
Children on the Way to Birth“Cosmic Cradle points out that the individual must search for the
fulfillment of his own truth and depend upon that for his illumination. Cosmic Cradle is
marvelous, a rare privilege, a tremendous teaching.… It opened new vistas and new horizons. It
is a work of illumination. Thank you for the great opportunity to expand my consciousness.”—
Murshida Vera Justin Corda, PhD, founder of New Age Sufi Schools, author of Cradle in Heaven
and Holistic Child Guidance“Cosmic Cradle offers an extraordinary collection of stories shared



by families who experienced pre-birth memories and communication from both the parent’s and
the baby’s points of view. Their portrayals of the incarnation process from spirit to human realms
are supported in thebook by the timeless understandings nearly every culture has had—that we
are conscious spiritual beings coming into human life with purpose and design. We are at a
tipping point in Western thought, moving from Newtonian views into a consciousness-based
understanding of our corespiritual nature. Cosmic Cradle inspires us forward into the new, yet
ancient wisdom of that core nature at the beginning of life.”—Wendy Anne McCarty, PhD, RN,
author of Welcoming Consciousness: Supporting Babies’ Wholeness from the Beginning of
Life“Cosmic Cradle is a global mind transformer. Not only is it a masterpiece in how it is written
with such clarity, interest, and organization, but the scope of its contents is pointedly destined to
change our ideas about life. The evidence is stacked up too high in this book to dismiss its
message of the soul’s immortality.”—Susan Herzberger, author of On Becoming Enlightened“I
was amazed at the breadth and depth of the information which this book contains. It elevated my
understanding of the subject to an entirely new level, and revolutionized my ideas, not only
about the consciousness level of the in-utero baby but the extent to which mother and child can
communicate and interact.”—John W. Sloat, host of www.beyondreligion.com and author of A
Handbook for Heretics"Beauty, poetry, clarity: authentic convincing research."—Reverend
Lucille M. Rosen, PhD, director of Healing Process Workshops, New YorkAbout the
AuthorElizabeth Carman and Neil Carman have spent more than 45 years studying and
practicing ways of helping the Earth to be a healthier, happier place. Combined, their efforts
have spanned into the realms of social work and environmental protection. In the 1970s,
Elizabeth Carman worked with minority families and did social service work in adoption and
foster care. She later spent years teaching inner development courses and meditation. Prebirth
research began in 1989 when she conducted interviews with mothers who were more in touch
with their intuition. In 2002, Elizabeth received an honorary PhD for her research published
in Cosmic Cradle: Souls Waiting in the Wings for Birth.Neil Carman's love of nature led him to
obtain advanced degrees including a doctorate in the biological sciences. After a research
position opened his eyes to global pollution, he was led to pursue an environmental career. He
taught in the biological sciences and also created a new university course on the growing
evidence of how meditation techniques unfold our consciousness beyond what is generally
recognized. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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“Cosmic Cradle is a must-read for everyone who has forgotten the life of their soul before birth. A
penetrating and insightful inquiry into one of the greatest mysteries of existence—where we
come from, who we are, why we are here, and why we forget.”—JOAN BORYSENKO, PHD,
author of Seven Paths to God and Minding the Body, Mending the Mind“Modern research into
the nature of consciousness is revealing a consistent picture: consciousness is nonlocal or
infinite in space and time. It is not confined to the brain, the body, or the present, as many have
believed. Cosmic Cradle puts a human face on this research. This fascinating book will bring
comfort to anyone concerned about our origins and destiny—and who isn’t?”—LARRY
DOSSEY, MD, author of The One Mind, Reinventing Medicine, and Healing Words“Cosmic
Cradle gives me chills of recognition. This book is the truth. And I found it both an affirmation and
huge inspiration.”—CHRISTIANE NORTHRUP, MD, author of The Wisdom of Menopause and
Women’s Bodies, Women’s Wisdom“I love the concept of Cosmic Cradle. It relates most
completely to the unequivocal reality of reincarnation, an essential understanding of life. Pre-
birth memories and memories of previous incarnations continue to help us understand our
complex Cosmos.”—C. NORMAN SHEALY, MD, PHD, author of Energy Medicine“Cosmic
Cradle is a stunning achievement, comprehensive in scope, spiritually illuminating! In one stroke
the authors have succeeded in lifting out of obscurity a world literature—ignored during the
recent era of scientific materialism—representing virtually all cultures and religions from ancient
to contemporary times.… This work of encyclopedic proportions is the rare fruit of forty years of
passionate and scholarly exploration of human consciousness, the neglected stepchild of
twentieth-century psychology. Elizabeth and Neil Carman have thrown open a golden door.”—
DAVID B. CHAMBERLAIN, PHD, author of Windows to the Womb: Revealing the Conscious
Baby from Conception to Birth and The Mind of Your Newborn Baby“Cosmic Cradle gives us a
wider lens through which to view the questions every child asks—where did I come from and
how did I get here? Cosmic Cradle is fruitful reading for couples planning to have a child, for
parents, and family life educators. Thank you Elizabeth and Neil Carman for compiling this
tome!”—JEANNINE PARVATI BAKER, coauthor of Conscious Conception: Elemental Journey
through the Labyrinth of Sexuality and author of Hygieia: A Woman’s Herbal and Prenatal Yoga
and Natural Childbirth“An extraordinary research work, yielding a quasi-encyclopedic treasury of
evidence for the soul’s preexistence. Cosmic Cradle makes it clear that pre-birth communication
has been known and recorded throughout history and across cultures worldwide.”—ELISABETH
HALLETT, author of Stories of the Unborn Soul and Soul Trek: Meeting Our Children on the Way
to Birth“Occasionally one comes across an exceptional book. Thus is Cosmic Cradle. Spanning
the whole of recorded history up to contemporary times, Elizabeth and Neil Carman have
collected and then shared with us the lesser-known mysteries surrounding conception,
pregnancy, and birth. They have unveiled the soul in all its splendor and glory, and done so with
meticulous care and irrefutable scholarship.”—P. M. H. ATWATER, LHD, author of Children of the



New Millennium and The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Near-Death Experiences“Cosmic Cradle
points out that the individual must search for the fulfillment of his own truth and depend upon
that for his illumination. Cosmic Cradle is marvelous, a rare privilege, a tremendous teaching.…
It opened new vistas and new horizons. It is a work of illumination. Thank you for the great
opportunity to expand my consciousness.”—MURSHIDA VERA JUSTIN CORDA, PHD, founder
of New Age Sufi Schools, author of Cradle in Heaven and Holistic Child Guidance“Cosmic
Cradle offers an extraordinary collection of stories shared by families who experienced pre-birth
memories and communication from both the parent’s and the baby’s points of view. Their
portrayals of the incarnation process from spirit to human realms are supported in the book by
the timeless understandings nearly every culture has had—that we are conscious spiritual
beings coming into human life with purpose and design. We are at a tipping point in Western
thought, moving from Newtonian views into a consciousness-based understanding of our core
spiritual nature. Cosmic Cradle inspires us forward into the new, yet ancient wisdom of that core
nature at the beginning of life.”—WENDY ANNE MCCARTY, PHD, RN, author of Welcoming
Consciousness: Supporting Babies’ Wholeness from the Beginning of Life“Cosmic Cradle is a
global mind transformer. Not only is it a masterpiece in how it is written with such clarity, interest,
and organization, but the scope of its contents is pointedly destined to change our ideas about
life. The evidence is stacked up too high in this book to dismiss its message of the soul’s
immortality.”—SUSAN HERZBERGER, author of On Becoming Enlightened“Cosmic Cradle is
an unique book with a soul-inspiring subject matter. This book has the potentiality of awakening
consciousness and enriching the human relationships of millions.”—SWAMI DHARMANANDA,
director of the International Vishwaguru Meditation and Yoga Institute, Ved Niketan Dham,
Rishikesh, India“I was amazed at the breadth and depth of the information which this book
contains. It elevated my understanding of the subject to an entirely new level, and revolutionized
my ideas, not only about the consciousness level of the in-utero baby but the extent to which
mother and child can communicate and interact.”—JOHN W. SLOAT, host of and author of A
Handbook for HereticsCopyright © 2000, 2013 by Elizabeth Carman and Neil Carman. All rights
reserved. No portion of this book, except for brief review, may be reproduced, stored in a
retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means—electronic, mechanical,
photocopying, recording, or otherwise—without the written permission of the publisher. For
information contact North Atlantic Books.Published byNorth Atlantic BooksP.O. Box
12327Berkeley, California 94712Light of Heaven mandala copyright © 2013 by Paul
Heussenstamm, . Courtesy of the artist.Cover design by Susan QuashaCosmic Cradle: Spiritual
Dimensions of Life before Birth is sponsored by the Society for the Study of Native Arts and
Sciences, a nonprofit educational corporation whose goals are to develop an educational and
cross-cultural perspective linking various scientific, social, and artistic fields; to nurture a holistic
view of arts, sciences, humanities, and healing; and to publish and distribute literature on the
relationship of mind, body, and nature.North Atlantic Books’ publications are available through
most bookstores. For further information, visit our website at or call



800-733-3000.v3.1PrologueStacy: I was feeling nostalgic and said to my four-year-old son
Catcher, “It seems like it was just yesterday when you were in my belly.” Catcher matter-of-factly
replied, “I wasn’t in your belly, Mom.” I said, “What do you mean, you weren’t in my belly?”
Catcher said, “I was in Heaven.” I said, “What were you doing in Heaven?” Catcher said, “I was
waiting for you guys to be ready, silly.”Elsa: A vision of little Soul bubbles floating around in the
room appeared to me—like soap bubbles with a pearlescent sheen and having a liquid gold
color. There were thousands. The room was filled with them. Each bubble had a faint impression
of a beautiful little round cherub face with pink cheeks and golden hair. These Soul cherubim
were pulling at my heart with one collective yearning: “What a good mother you would make.
Have another baby; have one of us.”Sholem Asch: “Not the power to remember, but its very
opposite, the power to forget, is a necessary condition of our existence. If the lore of the
transmigration of souls is a true one, then these, between their exchange of bodies, must pass
through the sea of forgetfulness. According to the Jewish view, we make the transition under the
overlordship of the Angel of Forgetfulness. But it sometimes happens that the Angel of
Forgetfulness himself forgets to remove from our memories the records of the former world; and
then our senses are haunted by fragmentary recollections of another life.”1ContentsCoverTitle
PageCopyrightPrologue FOREWORD BY BERNIE S. SIEGEL, MD INTRODUCTION:
AMNESIA OF OUR SPIRITUAL ORIGINSPre-Birth MemoriesCross-Cultural ParallelsParadigm
ShiftsCosmic Cradle OverviewPART ONE: PRE-BIRTH MEMORY 1. Children as
MessengersIndicator Signs: Real or Imaginary?Two-Year-Old Philosopher in Love with
Heaven“Mommy, Why Are People Afraid to Die?”My Most Treasured MemoryReborn Straight
from TibetI Saw the Snow before I Was BornTy’s TransmissionSnippets of Children’s Pre-Birth
MemoriesThe Azure Palace: A Story for Children 2. Memories of the Cosmic CradleSoul Born in
Response to Collective Call for HelpFalling to Earth from the Pure LightMemory of Unlimited
PossibilitiesTethered to Divine Love 3. “I Was in Your Tummy Twice”One Soul, Two
BodiesConfirmation of Pre-Birth and Rebirth MemoriesA Mother’s Validation of Rebirth 4.
Scanning Soul Plans: Contemporary Pre-Birth MemoriesEarth: A Place Set Up to Heal the
MindSex at High NoonSnippets: Souls Watching Pre-Birth Movies 5. Welcome to Planet
EarthPath of Earthly Thorns, Smell of RosesForgiving My Mother’s AbuseLearning Lessons in
One Life or Three Lives?Guide: “Are You Absolutely Certain?”Déjà Vu: Dysfunctional Family,
Abuse, Cancer, NDEs 6. Shirley Temple and the Blue BirdWhat Happened to My Baby, Mary
Ellen?Soul Has 360-Degree Vision without a BodyLove Overcomes Trauma at BirthReluctant
Sojourner Recalls Light at BirthWe Are All Beams of LightReluctance to Exit the Bliss: Parallels
to Near-Death Experiences 7. Our Soul as a Tiny SpaceshipA Soul Googles Earth Seeking
RebirthPhoenix Rising from the AshesWhat Sort of Rebirth Do You Want?Soul Reborn from
TibetThe Human Body Is an Ultimate Gift 8. I Saw All My CostumesAwakening in
ChildhoodMovies in HeavenEleven Past Lives and the InterlivesModern MysticA Projectile of
LightPART TWO: PRE-BIRTH COMMUNICATIONS 9. Souls Waiting in the Wings for
BirthHovering at Heaven’s DoorRebirth under the Right Star DanceRebirth of an Advanced



SoulGolden Messages from an Unborn ChildMeeting My Daughter in the Cosmic VoidSoul
Heals MarriageMeeting My Son’s Soul over Chesapeake BayRadical Eggs and Miracle
Pregnancie sBrotherhood Takes Nine YearsCherubim on Pink Clouds10. Soul as a Sphere of
LightThousands of Soul Bubbles of LightSoul as a Blue OrbStruck by a Beam of LightMother
and Daughter Skydiving to EarthSoul’s Fiery Light11. Cosmic ConceptionEcstatic Explosions
during ConceptionPillar of White Light during LovemakingCelestial Visitors in the
BedroomLondon Odyssey: “Let’s Make Love”Serendipitous Mystical ConceptionCosmic
Conception in the South PacificLovers Struck by Cupid’s ArrowSpiritual Sex to Conceive
ChildrenWhen Does the Soul Enter the Fetus?12. Miscarriages and Stillbirths in the Light of Pre-
Birth PlansPregnancy as a Roller CoasterA Knock on the Door from TwinsSpiritual Lessons in
the Loss of a BabyMessage of the BumblebeeMiscarriages in the Light of a Greater
Wholeness13. Conversations with Unborn ChildrenA Mystical Mother’s JourneyMother—Child:
Relationship of OnenessA Visit from My Unborn GrandsonPrenatal Communication with a
Battered TeenPART THREE: PRE-BIRTH WISDOM DOWN THROUGH HISTORY14. Spirit-
Children Down UnderMessages from the Psychic Dream WorldRebirth Down UnderConception
Parallels to the Baoulé in AfricaThe Great Mother’s Maternity WardNumbakulla’s Spirit-
ChildrenEluding MotherhoodWhen Things Fall Apart: Lost VisionsKnowing from a Distance15.
Lodge of the Great ManitouChildren Descend from the Cosmic AbodeString of Babies: Myth of
the San Joaquin BasinIndigenous American SeersMemories of Embryonic Life and Pre-BirthPre-
Birth Memories of a Winnebago Shaman16. The Cosmic DesignerYou Get the Body of Your
ChoiceSoul GroupsIsland of Perpetual YouthEr’s Tour of the Land of Cosmic ContractsInsights
into the Cosmic DesignerTweedledee Teaches Alice17. Travelers from the LightPlato, Father of
Western PhilosophyTreasury of Souls, the Chamber of CreationChristianity and the SoulThe
Precosmic Spiritual Universe—Father OrigenHomesick TravelerGnosticism: We Have Come
from the Light“We Lived with the Lord”Pre-Birth Existence: Cross-Cultural ReferencesReturn to
the Source: The Goal of Life18. Journey from Forgetting to RememberingFour Ways of Descent
into the WombThe Greatest Mystery: Descent and IncarnationPrenatal Life According to India’s
ScripturesLailah, Midwife of SoulsHymn of the PearlSnow White and the Seven DwarfsSleeping
Memory of ImmortalityFuture Pre-Birth
ChoicesNOTESBIBLIOGRAPHYACKNOWLEDGMENTSABOUT THE AUTHORSForeword by
Bernie S. Siegel, MDTHE CONTENTS OF COSMIC CRADLE are similar to my personal and
professional life experience. I accept what I experience, even if I cannot explain it or have not
been exposed to it during my medical training. In that way my life is not limited by my beliefs or
what I can accept. During my personal experiences, I have heard voices speaking to me from
the greater consciousness and their words have always impacted my life in a meaningful way. An
example was hearing a voice ask me, “How did your parents meet?” This occurred on the day
my father was to die and when I asked my mother in my dad’s hospital room, my mother started
telling stories, which started with, “Your father lost a coin toss and had to take me out.” My father
died laughing because of that question from the voice.I hear messages spoken to me by my



dead patients and messages delivered by psychics to me, speaking like the person they are
talking about and sharing their name so there is no doubt of their authenticity. I have
communicated with animals and with my anesthetized, comatose, and dying patients who
responded to my words. Once a family asked me to see their mother who had been brain dead
for two years, but attorneys would not allow the family to stop her tube feeding. She died fifteen
minutes after I said to her, “Your love will stay with us and if you need to go, it is alright.” I had an
NDE as a four-year-old child choking on a toy I aspirated. I could see and think when out of my
body. I was angry when I didn’t die. I had a past-life experience when a friend who was
concerned about how busy I was, asked me, “Why are you living this life?” I went into a trance
and saw myself with a sword killing people and their pets. The experience educated me about
why I became a physician and have been rescuing people and animals my whole life.For me,
God is intelligent, conscious, loving energy, and we are made of the same stuff. God once
explained to me: “You are a satellite dish, a remote control and a television screen.” The
explanation I received was that there are many channels of consciousness we can tune into and
our minds make the decision about which channel we tune into, like a remote control, and our
bodies demonstrate which channel we have chosen by our actions, just as the TV screen
provides us with images of the program we are watching. I can guarantee that consciousness
exists without the body and that we are all impregnated by the collective consciousness, which
has preceded us in time. I can also promise you that when it comes time to leave our bodies we
will become dreamless, unalive, and perfect again.As God said, if creation were perfect, it would
be a magic trick and not creation. So understand we are here to live and learn, and if we all raise
the level of global consciousness, the future for our descendants will be a much happier and
peaceful and loving one.BERNIE S. SIEGEL, MDApril, 2013IntroductionAMNESIA OF OUR
SPIRITUAL ORIGINSWhere did I come from and what am I supposed to be doing? I have no
idea.My Soul is from elsewhere, I am sure of that, and I intend to end up there.—RUMIMost
people report total amnesia of their voyage into this earthly cradle, and yet a trail of invisible
steps retraces our journey into human form.COSMIC CRADLE RESULTED FROM A string of
coincidences that fell into place in 1989 like footsteps on a hidden path guiding the lead author
into a graduate writing program. The initial sparks for the original Cosmic Cradle were interviews
conducted in 1989 with women who had blissful pregnancies, including giving birth with less
pain or in a state of ecstasy. These were not ordinary women. They were a select group of
meditating mothers. Many had participated in long meditation retreats. Due to a life-long interest
in self-actualization, Elizabeth was hooked into deciphering the link between blissful childbirth
and higher consciousness. At the same time, scientific support emerged from new brain studies
finding connections between states of consciousness and intelligence and creativity. As
research on the mothers unfolded, they also talked about meeting their unborn children before
pregnancy in dreams and visions, as well as their own memories of life before conception.A
second coincidence in 1989 served as another inspiration when Elizabeth shared interview
material with Neil for a magazine article:As I contemplated the mothers’ experiences, my body



became electrified, vibrating in waves of bliss from head to toe. I felt like I was going to levitate
out of my chair. I received an intuitive message: ‘Elizabeth, this is more than a magazine article!
This is a book or series of books. This is an untold cosmic story about who we are, where we
come from, why we are here. Clearly, it is a beautiful, spiritual journey that people need to
understand.’The ultimate inspiration came from the adults and children who shared two types of
pre-birth experiences: pre-birth memory and pre-birth communications. Pre-birth memories are
defined as natural, spontaneous memories of life before birth: choosing parents and life
circumstances, and the journey from the heavenly world to conception, life in the womb, and
birth itself. We excluded reports based upon methods like hypnosis, drugs, regression, and
psychic readings.The second set of pre-birth reports involves spontaneous announcing signs or
pre-birth communications between a child waiting to be born and parents or relatives. Pre-birth
communications are defined as subtle contacts with the unborn via dreams, visions, an inner
voice, feeling the unborn child’s presence, telepathy, and a host of other announcing signs.
These mysterious communications occur before or after conception and establish a new parent-
child relationship. Love for a child begins long before birth.The abilities to remember life before
birth and to tune into children seeking birth serve as landmarks on the road to expanded
awareness, according to the Father of Yoga and pioneering psychologist Patanjali. Nearly two
thousand years ago, the great sage delineated fifty-two human abilities or siddhis, including
remembering the reason for our birth and discerning subtle, hidden, and remote things beyond
the five senses. Sage Patanjali’s research reveals that these abilities are nothing new. We are
merely rediscovering our innate potential.We invite you to explore our latest evidence for pre-
birth in this revised Cosmic Cradle. Our research encompasses interviews with one hundred and
fifty individuals from the United States, Canada, England, Australia, India, New Zealand, and the
Netherlands as well as cross-cultural cases referenced in books and journals.Pre-Birth
MemoriesWhy do most people fail to recall the early events in their life such as birth, first breath,
first thoughts as a baby, first time they saw their parents, first words, first footsteps, and
thousands of other hidden memories? Does an amnesia of human beginnings in this life extend
to pre-birth memories? Cosmic Cradle suggests it does after finding a rare group of individuals
who possess pre-birth memories.We are explorers who come to Earth as a cosmic spark of
consciousness from a higher Source. Our Soul, defined here as our consciousness or immortal
essence, seeks experiences in a human body and agrees to a life plan. Once a Soul enters the
womb, it helps to spark the growth of the fetus. The Soul adapts to the earthly world by flitting in
and out of the womb and may even return to Source. By the time a baby takes its first breath, it
has already completed an extensive sojourn.Once we are born, we become trapped inside a
human body and wonder where we have come from. We forget our pre-birth memories. A life-
long search is spent trying to remember our cosmic status. How we happen to be born seems as
mysterious as the way a caterpillar transforms itself into a chrysalis and finally into a butterfly.The
Soul’s journey to find its true nature is the quest of human life: Who am I? Do I have a Soul? If so,
is my Soul immortal? Why am I here? Does my life have any purpose? Where do I come from?



How did I get here? Is there life after death? Is there a Source, a Higher Power?Throughout the
ages, insights into such questions came from early philosophers of Western Europe such as
Socrates (469–399 BCE), who passionately argued at the end of his life: “We have clear
evidence that the Soul is immortal.”1 Modern scholars suggest that the Greeks, as glorious as
they may have been, most likely acquired their profound knowledge of the Soul’s immortality
from Vedic India. Legends in Greece, for example, speak of journeys to India made by ancient
philosophers who were believed to have traveled widely. “Thales, Pythagoras, Empedocles,
Democritus, and Plato were all fabled to have made the journey.”2 Since trading routes long
existed between India and Greece along the Silk Road and the sea, these legends are probably
more than anecdotes. What the Greeks would have learned in India is that the Soul is
imperishable. Krishna, in the Bhagavad-Gita, describes the nature of the Soul: weapons cannot
destroy it, water cannot wet it, fire cannot burn it, nor can the wind dry it.Today, the same eternal
message is coming from an unexpected field of inquiry: pre-birth research. Rare people report
signs of immortality within their memories and pre-birth communications. Both types of reports
open a golden door into the Soul’s preexistent state. They serve as harbingers that validate the
immortality of the Soul.Cross-Cultural ParallelsAre pre-birth memories and pre-birth contacts
rare in the world?Elizabeth began interviews with mothers who shared pre-birth memories. One
interview led to another via a word-of-mouth process, without any need for advertising. After
meeting so many sensitive individuals, we inquired in our initial ten-year investigation: “Have
people in other cultures and throughout history reported pre-birth experiences?” The answers
were surprising. The more we looked, the more cases appeared. We discovered that pre-birth
experiences are not new at all.Fragments of the Soul’s journey have survived throughout
recorded history. Based on a limited survey of scholarly books and journals, evidence of pre-
birth experiences was found worldwide indicating a universal phenomenon. Greek and Roman
cultures alluded to how Souls forget life before birth. Indigenous cultures likewise were familiar
with pre-birth experiences. Cross-cultural threads of evidence are mentioned throughout the
chapters in Parts One and Two. The five chapters in Part Three contain hundreds of parallels
from religion, philosophy, spirituality, mythology, poetry, and anthropology. Pre-birth reports form
part of a deep pattern interconnecting cultures and spanning centuries. Table I displays cultures
and religions surveyed for Cosmic Cradle.Table 1. Pre-Birth Reports–108 Religions and
CulturesParadigm ShiftThe mythical tale of storks bringing newborns to their earthly homes
seems to possess more substance than the materialistic paradigm presupposes.The knowledge
in these pre-birth reports offers a revolutionary way of looking at life—a new paradigm—
analogous to the way that quantum physics replaced Newtonian physics. Who we really are can
be better understood if we know where we have come from. Life on Earth is intertwined with the
divine, and why our Souls are born here fits into that wholeness.Outdated Pre-Birth
ParadigmBefore exploring the new paradigm, let’s review the outdated materialistic way of
thinking. The four assumptions of this mind-set presume no Soul exists before conception.1. The
five human senses give us an accurate perception of the world. Material science offers a



reasonable explanation of reality.2. Memory, awareness, and sensory abilities arrive with the
development of the brain and a nervous system where memories can be stored.3. Biological
conception is a chance event, marking the first step toward creating human life. Parents cannot
communicate or bond with an unborn child. A newborn is a blank slate to be written on by
parents and society.4. Heredity and social environment (nature and nurture) explain human
life.In essence, this worldview reduces the mind to solid matter and eliminates the Soul. Today
materialistic thinking still has a dominant influence in the educational system and media.
Typically, people do not hear reports about life before birth. If they do, chances are that they will
be dismissed as anecdotal, without a possible scientific basis. Spiritual experiences are often
relegated to the realm of old wives’ tales and folk legends.All this helps explain why people
believe that they are pawns of heredity, traumatic incidents, and what their parents did or did not
do. They are left with poor insight into their spiritual roots and do not know why they exist. The
materialistic worldview insults our intelligence.Principles of the Pre-Birth ParadigmThe Pre-Birth
Paradigm is an inspirational, optimistic message worthy of review.1. Individuals with expanded
awareness recall life before birth.2. Consciousness and memory go beyond the brain.3.
Sensitive parents are aware of Souls seeking birth.4. Our life plan is designed prior to birth.First
Principle: Individuals with Expanded Awareness Recall Life before BirthRare are those who can
remember their first breath or the doctors attending their birth. Memory is transient. Memories
are so fleeting that all that surfaces are crude highlight reels of special moments here or there.
People forget more than ninety-nine percent of their lives despite an intense desire to cling to the
fading memories of the past. Is it a wonder then that most people forget their life before birth as if
it never happened?Whereas thousands of people have sought to retrieve pre-birth memories via
rebirthing, hypnosis, psychoanalysis, meditation, submersion in water, and breathing
techniques, a much smaller number naturally recall them. In 1989 our interviews began with
individuals who recalled pre-birth spontaneously accessed since childhood. Pre-birth researcher
Elisabeth Hallett describes this group of people: “There is an invisible tribe in the world—a tribe
of people who have grown up with memories of preexistence. Whether they describe it as a
place, a time, or a state of being, they locate it not just before birth, but before identifying with a
physical body. They remember existing as soul.”3Part One includes interviews with people
reporting significant pre-birth memories. Chapters 7 and 8 feature extensive memories
stretching back to the pre-planning stages involving past lifetimes. Even rarer are individuals,
such as Diane, Beverly, and Inelia who describe coming from a single Soul Source at the
beginning of their existence analogous to a spiritual Big Bang when the physical universe was
first forming. Chapter 18 in Part Three delves into why most people forget life before birth.
Philosophers, theologians, and poets have acknowledged this “pre-birth amnesia” since time
immemorial. Parallel theories arose in ancient Greece, Rome, China, India, and in all major
religious and philosophical systems.Expanded awareness is the basis of the ability to recall the
journey into life. As an example, among those interviewed, several displayed unique brain waves
indicative of a permanent, transcendental state during laboratory research. Evidence of higher



consciousness leads the way to a greater potential for memory.Common Elements of Pre-Birth
MemoriesWhat can people tells us about their existence before entering the fetus? Each
person’s pre-birth recall is unlike any earthly memory they describe. They easily distinguish the
pre-birth experience from memories of events occurring after birth. They emphasize that pre-
birth memory is their most powerful memory. Each person’s memory of life before birth is as
unique as a set of fingerprints and includes any combination of twelve elements. Further
elements related to children’s pre-birth memories are described in chapter 1.1. Self-aware of
their true blissful nature: the physical body is a garment, a cage, shell, a temporary housing for
the Soul.2. Eternal: they know that parents do not “create” them. They are brought to birth
through parents. Birth is a change from « being » to « becoming. »3. Feeling at home: the
heavenly world is their true Home, where there is a sense of belonging, meaning, and
completeness.4. Limitless love: love in the heavenly world is off the scale, intense and endless in
scope compared to earthly love.5. Soul families: Heaven is a place teeming with Souls. They
exist with loved ones in groups. Beings of Light and beauty are their true family.6. Telepathy: they
report telepathy and instantly manifesting whatever they think of or travel via mere intention.7.
Spirit guides, angels, divine planners, Great Being, Creator: a Higher Being tells them they are
going on a journey and will return Home one day. Guides assist in pre-birth planning and escort
them to their mother’s womb.8. Preview and life plan: their upcoming life appears like a
Hollywood movie or images on a computer screen. They are given options for parents and
lessons to learn.9. Pre-birth amnesia: they may feel parts of their pre-birth memory being erased
as they descend on the way to Earth. Some are also aware of amnesia gradually taking place in
childhood.10. Interest in human experience: some are reluctant to be born, whereas others have
a strong desire.11. Awareness in fetus: once the Soul connects with the fetus in the womb, most
Souls feel a loss of freedom, constricted awareness, a feeling of being in a cage.12. No fear of
death: some even look forward to returning “Home.”Tracking down pre-birth memories can be
challenging since it is a rare topic of conversation, and a cultural bias exists against them.
Nonetheless, we project that thousands of cases exist based on our research and reports
offered by other pre-birth researchers, such as Elisabeth Hallett,4 Sarah Hinze,5 and Arvin
Gibson.6 PMH Atwater cites pre-birth memories discovered in her children’s near-death
research.7 Websites where people post pre-birth memories are also helping to document
them.8More than forty years of credible research in prenatal and perinatal psychology adds
support on the science, including lifelong work by David Chamberlain and others. Chamberlain
is a clinical psychologist, pioneer in prenatal psychology, and founder of a website for the
Association for Prenatal and Perinatal Psychology and Health (APPPAH). Thomas Verny is the
founder of APPPAH and author of Secret Life of the Unborn Child.9 Breakthroughs in prenatal
frontiers by Chamberlain, Verny, and others have revealed that babies are far more alert and
have memories of prenatal life.Pre-birth memories not only make for interesting stories, these
abilities will change the boundaries of medical and psychological research, and even more
importantly, change our understanding of who and what we are.Second Principle:



Consciousness and Memory Go Beyond the BrainMemory science is catching up with other
disciplines in understanding the power of human nature, even before birth. During the twentieth
century, memory research advanced from the belief that a baby is born as a blank slate to
acceptance of third-trimester or pre-birth memories.Scientists were skeptical, until recently,
however, that newborn babies or the fetus could remember. Due to the lack of brain
development in newborns, they believed that human memory could not operate so early. In
addition, they had mistaken assumptions of how memory works. From the babies’ perspective,
their own difficulty lay in being unable to communicate their abilities to doctors since they do not
speak at birth and their screams seemed unrecognizable. Before 1950: psychology placed the
beginnings of memory at age three based on the medical-psychological mind-set of Freud’s
personality theory. Late 1960s: psychologists posited bonding, a postbirth system of mother-
child communications. Medical doctors traced early childhood emotional development back to
the hours immediately after birth. 1980s (Dr. Gladys McGarey): the mother of holistic medicine in
the United States, obstetrician, and family physician for over sixty-five years was the first doctor
to encourage pregnant women to communicate with their unborn children. In difficult cases
where pregnant women had emotional problems and chose to terminate their pregnancy,
McGarey guided the women to talk to the Soul about leaving and returning at a better time
instead of seeking an abortion.10 1981 (Dr. Thomas Verny): the beginning of the parent-child
bond is pushed back into pregnancy. Verny, after conducting a comprehensive review of the
published science at the time and evaluating the extensive research, concluded that the fetus
sees, hears, tastes, and can learn from at least the sixth month onward in utero. An unborn child,
for instance, grows emotionally agitated (quickening of the heartbeat) when the mother thinks of
a cigarette, and the fetus is sensitive to subtle nuances in the mother’s attitude and knows
whether he or she is welcomed with love.11 1990s: prenatal and perinatal psychologists
conclude that memory is nonphysical, as neuroscientists are unable to locate or isolate memory
in the brain or in its biochemistry. Researchers theorize that memory storage is in a field of
information such as a field of consciousness. 1995 (David Chamberlain, PhD): “Ultrasound
observations of behavior in the womb reveal that fetuses can show strong emotion.
Observations made between sixteen and twenty weeks of gestation during the procedure of
amniocentesis have revealed fearful reactions including extreme fluctuations in heart rate and
withdrawal from normal activity for a period of hours or even days. With increasing use of
amniocentesis, women and doctors have witnessed aggressive actions toward the needle itself
as babies attack the needle barrel from the side. Similarly, observation of twins via ultrasound
have uncovered body language including holding hands, kissing, playing, kicking, and hitting
each other. This communication before birth was not predicted in psychology and
medicine.”12Evidence of pre-birth memories contradicts the materialistic mind-set that we have
no consciousness or sensory abilities before the brain exists. In our research, several detailed
cases were found where children’s memories of conception were later confirmed by parents.
Nan (chapter 4) and Rennie (chapter 5) recall observing from above the parent’s sexual act and



the unique locations of conception.Third Principle: Sensitive Parents Are Aware of Souls
Seeking BirthThe realm of unborn children is invisible to “normal” human senses. Like a scientist
piercing subatomic particles with an accelerator, women with an expanded awareness
transcend ordinary perception and see into a subtler dimension. Such mothers feel blessed to
begin motherhood by welcoming and connecting to their children before birth. Pre-birth
researchers Elisabeth Hallett, Sarah Hinze, and Fred Seligson document cases of pre-birth
communications in their writings.Reports from parents communicating with children before birth
transcend the assumption that conception marks the first step toward creating human life and a
newborn is a lump of clay to be molded by parents and society. Inelia, for example, was enjoying
a walk in the countryside, when a beautiful blond blue-eyed eight-year-old girl appeared out of
thin air and said, “My name is Daniela. I am your daughter.” Inelia’s family thought her mystical
vision was crazy since both Inelia and her husband have dark hair and brown eyes. Besides that,
Inelia had already lost three babies due to miscarriages. Even when Inelia realized she had
become pregnant two weeks after the mystical encounter, her family next tried to convince her to
think of a boy’s name as well and not to buy a pink cradle but a yellow one. Nine months later,
Inelia gave birth to the same beautiful blond blue-eyed baby girl who had announced herself in
the vision.Chapters 9–13 explore cases of parents who communicate with their child-to-be at
various stages on the way to parenthood. Children searching for parents appeared as sparkling,
virtually invisible visitors in the form of spheres, bubbles, lights, cherub-like faces, tiny figures,
and sometimes even departed relatives. Contacts with a child-to-be includes any of these five
elements:1. Souls emanate Love and Light; they preexist in a Higher World.2. Souls choose
parents.3. Souls engineer the circumstances for conception with their eagerness for birth.4.
Spiritual blueprint: the parent sees their unborn child’s face or body.5. Messages and guidance:
(a) Souls plan earthly life and convey what they hope to accomplish; (b) Souls convey a
message or warning to benefit parents; and (c) Souls reveal their preferred names.Chapters 9
and 10 present cases where parents met children prior to conception in dreams and visions.
Chapter 11 features couples who were aware of the mystical side of conception. Chapter 12
shares experiences of parents like Judy who lost her twins early in pregnancy and mothers like
Summer who believe the same child returned after a spontaneous miscarriage. Chapter 13
highlights pregnant mothers who received instruction, warnings, and guidance from their babies
in the womb. Chapter 14 illustrates how Spirit-Children communicate with the indigenous men of
Australia before their wives became pregnant.Fourth Principle: Our Life Plan Is Designed Prior to
BirthHuman birth is merely the beginning of our spiritual journey on Earth, a notion traceable in
the West to classical philosophers in ancient Greece and Rome. This concept of a lesson plan is
upheld by religions, philosophies, and small-scale societies. Shakespeare alluded to our life
contracts when he said, “All the world’s a stage”; all the men and women are merely players with
their exits and entrances. This was the playwright’s way of teaching us about pre-life planning.
We come to the earthly stage with a pre-existing script.Pre-birth experiences and memories
transport us beyond the materialistic idea that heredity and social environment explain human



life. Our life’s drama is planned long before birth. Pre-birth experiences in Parts I and II illuminate
the Soul’s role in selecting parents and choosing to enter the stream of human life. Pre-birth
reports in chapters 5 and 12 give insights into the healing power of challenges such as abuse,
miscarriages, and accidents. Rennie realized why his life included the deaths of two wives and
three children. Chapter 15 features pre-birth memories of medicine men who prepared for their
life role via a dress rehearsal before birth. Chapter 16 presents pre-birth planning theories from
various perspectives.Cosmic Cradle OverviewPre-birth memories and pre-birth communications
deserve our attention.Shifts in consciousness, like shifting gears in a five-speed transmission,
hold the key to pre-birth experiences. People reporting pre-birth memories and communications
with the Soul seeking birth have shifted from the mundane third gear of awareness or
consciousness into the fourth and fifth gears of higher awareness. Pre-birth experiences are not
so much due to social upbringing, educational background, or religious training as they are to an
individual’s innate awareness. Just as the physical world is experienced through the physical
senses, pre-birth experiences become available through the eye of the Soul. Intuition is the
gateway. Higher realities are grasped by a clear mind, open and without preoccupation, rather
than a busy mind cluttered with fears, worries, and anxieties.Though consciousness is a less
familiar term in the modern world, the major spiritual traditions have fine-tuned their
understanding of consciousness over the millennia. They elucidate degrees of awareness. Just
as a thermometer measures hotter and colder temperatures, an awareness scale registers
higher and lower perceptions of reality. When awareness grows beyond ordinary waking,
dreaming, and sleeping states, an expanded awareness supports access to deeper memories
and subtler perceptions. A general description follows of three ordinary states of consciousness
and two expanded states based on brain-wave research of key frequencies (delta, theta, alpha,
and beta). Sleeping: we have no awareness of the outer world or inner reality; large delta brain
waves dominate; no brain-wave coherence. Dreaming: we are aware of worlds conjured up by
the imagination; interchanging mental and restful activity with no brain-wave coherence. Waking:
we are aware and experience the world via our five senses; fast beta waves without brain-wave
coherence. Brief transcendental bliss: Abraham Maslow coined the term ‘peak experience’ to
define this state of inner peace, energy, creativity, and bliss. Mystics call it samādhi. The Soul
begins to wake up to its true nature. Brain scans show dominant alpha (alertness) with theta
(deep rest). Permanent transcendental bliss: being alive is a peak experience of inner
happiness, peace, silence, wholeness, wonder and awe, and awareness of higher truth. The
Soul has awakened to its true nature. Everything becomes sacred and beautiful. Brain scans
reveal mixed beta, theta, and alpha. Orderliness increases between the right and left
hemispheres.Pre-birth experiences are clustered at the upper end of the awareness scale.
Reports from ancient Greek, medieval Catholic, Islamic, and Asian traditions, as well as
Descartes, Wordsworth, and Einstein referred to higher awareness when they spoke of the all-
seeing power of the superconscious mind. Ancient Greek philosophers recognized that when
someone transcends mundane perception, he perceives “everlasting loveliness,” “greatest joy,”



and “profoundly moving beauty.”13American Transcendentalist Henry David Thoreau speaks of
a higher awareness:The millions are awake enough for physical labor; but only one in a million is
awake enough for effective intellectual exertion, only one in a hundred millions to a poetic or
divine life. To be awake is to be alive. I have never yet met a man who was quite awake. How
could I have looked him in the face? We must learn to reawaken and keep ourselves awake, not
by mechanical aids, but by an infinite expectation of the dawn, which does not forsake us in our
soundest sleep.14Chuang Tzu (369–286 BCE), the Chinese philosopher, clarified the lower end
of the awareness scale: “We do not ask the blind about a painting, nor invite the deaf to a
songfest. Blindness and deafness are not merely of the body: There are souls, too, that are blind
and deaf.”15 Chuang Tzu acknowledges what happens when an individual attains the upper
limits of the awareness scale: “You can’t discuss the ocean with a well frog—he’s limited by the
space he lives in. You can’t discuss ice with a summer insect—he’s bound to a single season.
You can’t discuss the Way with a cramped scholar—he’s shackled by his doctrines. Now you
have come out beyond your banks and borders and have seen the great sea.… From now on it
will be possible to talk to you about the Great Principle.”16Cosmic Cradle offers an optimistic
message of humanity’s essential spiritual nature. Most people suffer from amnesia of their
spiritual roots, and this is why the vast majority are unable to call up their pre-birth memories.
Pre-birth experiences can teach humanity about new dimensions of human awareness. They
stretch the boundaries of what people consider real and will change the way humankind
approaches conception, pregnancy, childbirth, and death.Cosmic Cradle inspires a strong
interfaith message because it lays out a vision bridging major religions and linking a wealth of
spiritual wisdom from diverse cultural perspectives. The ideas contained in Cosmic Cradle are
unifying rather than divisive. We are all one family.PART ONEPre-Birth MemorySOULS BY THE
BILLIONS PREVIEW the earthly abode. Like sparks of light dancing in a great theater before the
curtain rises, each Soul will come on to the earthly stage to shine in a fleeting moment of glory
and fulfillment.Part One presents summaries of our interviews with children and adults who
retain crystal clear awareness of their pre-birth memory. In some cases, their recollections
stretch back to include interlife memories and past-life memories. Even more impressive are
individuals who report far-reaching memories of being pure Light and coming for the first time
into a physical body. Pre-birth researcher Elisabeth Hallett instructs us to imagine that the
following ideas are true before we read stories about pre-birth memories:We are Souls that exist
before we are conceived.Before conception, we can communicate with our parents.We
participate in coming to an agreement: our decisions are mutual and can be changed.We can
announce our arrival and make our presence known during pregnancy, even interact in ways that
let our parents get to know us before we are born.As children, we may remember our pre-birth
life and be aware of siblings yet to come.Family links are enduring; ancestors take an interest in
new births and may act as guides and guardians of the arriving Soul.We can see echoes of
other lives together and perhaps plan the next act in the long-running play of our
existence.1CHAPTER 1Children as MessengersCHILDREN’S PRE-BIRTH MEMORIESWe



chose our parents and our children chose us.There are no victims in the Preexistence, in that
place before here.—JEANNINE PARVATI BAKERChildren are aware and involved in the process
of birth long before conception.CHILDREN WHO RETAIN PRE-BIRTH MEMORIES appear to
be a rarity. Toddlers stop parents in their tracks when they utter words like these: “Mom, I told
you we choose our parents,” little Catcher emphasized. Two-year-old Diane told her mother, “I
am an orphan. I did not come from you. I came from the Light; it is much happier there.”A child
who recalls pre-birth memories has a desire to share them and assumes mommy and daddy
have these memories, too. Unfortunately, a child becomes silent and frustrated if parents label
their memories as false or fantasies. Such a child can become insecure about his or her inner
world and self-image.Are children trying to communicate with parents about pre-birth? Should
parents be open-minded? Prenatal researcher Dr. David Chamberlain asserts: “Old myths,
which for so long have doomed babies to inferior status, are challenged here. The truth is, much
of what we have traditionally believed about babies is false. We have misunderstood and
underestimated their abilities. They are not simple beings, but complex and ageless—small
creatures with unexpectedly large thoughts.”1Children’s pre-birth memories challenge the old
medical myth that birth is the beginning of life and that the newborn has a blank memory slate.
Yet even science is verifying how evolved and developed babies are right from birth. Dr.
Chamberlain says: “Babies know more than they are supposed to know. Minutes after birth, a
baby can pick out its mother’s face from a gallery of photos. Babies recognize the gender of
other babies, even when cross-dressed, provided they are moving—something adults cannot
do.”2How fetal brain development can support pre-birth memories is a scientific mystery. Thus
pre-birth memories are naturally met with skepticism. They offer new territory to explore in
childrearing research.Indicator Signs: Real or Imaginary?How can a parent know whether pre-
birth memories are real or fantasy?Pre-birth memories are poorly documented. Few experts
know about them. How can anyone interview a newborn before it has learned to talk? A common
misconception about pre-birth memories is that the parents have artificially influenced their
child’s pre-birth memory. Our interviews did not reveal any cases of parents coaching children.
Nor did the child overhear anyone discuss this subject. Instead, the parents are puzzled about
their child’s matter-of-fact claims.Insights on reliable truth-telling indicator signs from Carol
Bowman are helpful in determining authentic pre-birth memories. Bowman, a children’s past-life
researcher and author, distinguishes a child’s past-life memory from a wild imagination.3 We
can apply three of Bowman’s criteria to check whether a child’s pre-birth memory is real: matter-
of-fact tone of voice, consistency over time, and knowledge beyond experience.Chapter 1
presents children’s pre-birth memories that meet Bowman’s criteria. These accounts, based on
our interviews with children and parents, are all the more impressive when we consider: children
are still innocent and speak without social conditioning to censor them; children have no agenda
and no bias; and children are not sophisticated or educated.Two-Year-Old Philosopher in Love
with HeavenCatcher has been boldly saying that he came from Heaven since he was two.Stacy:
“Catcher has always been an observer, a listener, and a very cautious child. He is not a risk



taker, at all. Catcher started speaking in full sentences when he was one. He walked at ten
months. When Catcher was two and a half, he began to make interesting statements. One
incident related to my friend Erica, who was pregnant with identical twin girls. She ended up
losing Sadie, one of the twins. She was stillborn at nine months. Edie, the other twin, was in the
ICU for six weeks.“I had not said anything to Catcher about the stillbirth. At any rate, he tuned in.
One day after Sadie’s passing, I was nursing Catcher and thinking, ‘I feel so bad that this has
happened to Erica, because it is so heartbreaking.’ All of a sudden Catcher pulled off my nipple
and asked, ‘Mom, when am I going to see Erica again?’ I said, ‘Well, that is interesting, Catcher,
because I was just thinking about when we were going to see Erica. You will see her in six
weeks.’ Catcher seemed satisfied and popped back down.“Later, when Catcher awoke from his
afternoon nap, he said, ‘Mommy, Sadie is in Heaven and she is fine. She is playing with her
grandpa.’ I called Erica straight away and told her, with tears in my eyes, ‘You are never going to
believe what Catcher said.’ This was the first time Catcher woke up from a nap with a message.
He had never heard about the stillbirth incident. We had felt that Catcher was clairvoyant; now he
had validated it.“Long before this, Catcher had started commenting about ‘Heaven’. Now I finally
understood what he was saying. I have no idea where he got the word Heaven from in the first
place. Catcher is my first child. We live in the country, and the closest neighbors are far from us.
He is pretty much isolated. We are spiritual people and say bedtime prayers every night. We do
not attend church.“When Catcher was two and a half, I became pregnant with a second child. He
went to all my doctor’s appointments and was so excited about the baby. He asked questions
again and again. Early in the pregnancy, I started to miscarry. Once I started to hemorrhage,
Catcher stopped asking about the baby. He did not push. He did not seek answers. I found it
bizarre because we had been talking about the baby every day. He did not need to be parented.
He was playing it cool and keeping it cool for everyone else.“My miscarriage was rough. I stayed
cooped up in my room during Mom’s week-long visit. When I drove my mother to the airport,
Catcher sat in the back seat. On our way home, I started to lose it. I was not bawling or shaking
my shoulders. I had just started to tear up. Catcher said, ‘Mommy, are you crying because you
miss the baby?’ I was shocked. I said, ‘Yes, Catcher, Mommy is really sad because she misses
the baby.’ He said, ‘Well, the baby’s okay.’ I thought, ‘Well, I’m not.’“The next time Catcher
mentioned the baby was a few months later. Catcher took the TV remote control and playfully
placed it on my stomach. I asked, ‘What are you doing?’ He replied, ‘I am touching the baby.’ I
said, ‘Catcher, we talked about this before. Mommy does not have a baby in there anymore.’ He
said, ‘Yeah, you do, and it is a girl; it is a different baby.’ Two days later, a pregnancy test
confirmed I was pregnant. Twenty weeks later an ultrasound accurately determined that I was
carrying a baby girl.”Hanging Out in Heaven after a Past Life“Catcher’s conversations when he
was two and a half were so much more advanced compared to other children. He began to talk
more about Heaven as the months passed. He was not asking me about Heaven; he was telling
me about it. He said, ‘Mommy, did you know that Heaven has really beautiful colors and there
are lots of animals in Heaven?’ I said, ‘No, I did not know that, Catcher. If I have died and gone to



Heaven, I do not remember it.’ ”Wisdom about life and death continued to flow from Catcher’s
lips as time passed. “About a month before Catcher’s fourth birthday, he had been quiet for some
time as we were riding in the car. Then he suddenly said, ‘Mom, did you know that before you
were my mommy, I had two brothers and a daddy, but you weren’t my mommy?’ I said, ‘Where
was I?’ He replied, ‘You were in Heaven. You were waiting to be born.’“The next night at dinner, I
was feeling nostalgic and said to Catcher, ‘It seems like it was only yesterday when daddy and I
were dating and we did not have any kids. Now we have you and your baby sister. Well, it seems
like yesterday that you were in my belly.’ Catcher replied, ‘I was not in your belly. I was in Heaven.’
I said, ‘What were you doing in Heaven?’ Catcher said, ‘I was waiting for you guys to be ready,
silly.’“I asked, ‘What do you mean you were waiting for us to be ready?’ Catcher said, ‘That is
what we do. I chose you. And Michael chose his parents and Mitchell chose his parents. We wait
for you to be ready, but we have already chosen you. That is what you guys did, whether you
remember it or not.’ Catcher was so matter-of-fact. I said, ‘Well, we made you.’ He said, ‘Mom,
you did not make me; God made me.’ I said, ‘I remember making you, but if that is what you
think, that’s okay.’“Catcher began talking more intently about Heaven when he started preschool.
One morning before class he announced, ‘Mom, I just want to keep dying so I can keep going to
Heaven.’ I said, ‘Catcher, mommy and daddy have to die before you; I know that Heaven’s a
great place, but that is the order it needs to be.’ He looked at me like, ‘pff.’“Since then it became
hard on me. Catcher started this phase of telling me: ‘I just want to die so I can go to Heaven.’ I
would say, ‘Catcher, that’s not funny.’ I had no idea how to handle it. I do not want to leave my
great friends and family. Catcher makes me feel like death is awesome. He comments on it like,
‘It’s no big deal.’ Perhaps I’ve been given Catcher so I will be more accepting of death.”Catcher is
an old Soul. When he was five, he started to become inquisitive and ask deep questions about
Heaven. One day his mother overheard his conversation with her best friend Megan, whom he
calls “Auntie”: “Catcher asked, ‘Auntie, what do you believe happens to people when they die? I
believe they go to Heaven.’ Megan said, ‘Catcher, it is wonderful that you believe that. My faith is
Baha’i, and it’s not that black and white. We believe there are levels in Heaven.’“Catcher was
interested in knowing more about these levels. Megan explained, ‘There are many stages of
spiritual growth for the Soul. The amount of growth you do in each human life determines how
close to God you are the next time you go to Heaven.’ Catcher liked the concept of becoming
closer and closer to God the more spiritual growth you do. Catcher was positive and accepting
and said, ‘Oh, yeah, that makes sense.’ These are the kinds of conversations he has with
Megan. He knows something about Megan that makes him feel safe.”Playtime with Auntie: Good
versus EvilMegan has visited Stacy and her son Catcher since his birth. So it was interesting to
hear what Megan had to say: “I noticed right away that as a baby, Catcher was so emotionally
connected and empathic with his mother. When Stacy was upset, he was down too and could
not be soothed. When she was happy, he was as happy as can be. I thought, ‘What is going on?
They have the same emotions all the time.’“Catcher fantasizes about life after death with me. He
constantly tells me about Heaven, a place of unconditional love where everyone knows him and



no one misunderstands him. Yet he also talks about how important it is to be here on Earth. He
says, ‘It’s time for this here.’ He understands that.“Conversations about good versus evil come
up during playtime. With every move, he will ask a question, such as, ‘Why do you think this
dinosaur chose to be bad?’ ‘What do you think it will take for this dinosaur to choose to be good
again?’ ‘When will he change?’ ‘Will he ever change?’ ‘Auntie, what do you think?’ I put it back to
him and say, ‘What do you think, Catcher? Do you think people can choose to change and get
better?’ ‘Do people choose to go down the bad path and get bad?’ Catcher will say, ‘Yes, I think
people can choose—it is up to them.’“I do not remember having a ‘me versus you’ toy game
without Catcher talking about ‘who is going to win and why?’ With Catcher, it’s all about choice:
‘Why is he the good guy? Will he become bad?’ ‘Why is he the bad guy? Will he become good?’
‘Do you think they can change?’ ‘How long is this one going to be good?’ ‘How long is this one
going to be bad?’ Playtime with Catcher is much more dynamic than with a typical child’s ‘bad
versus good’ toy fights.”As these conversations during playtime with Megan reflect, Catcher
thinks very philosophically about life, even at the age of three and four. Isn’t this analogous to an
adult who wonders, “Did bad guys like Hitler choose to be evil?” “Will Hitler ever change?”
Paradoxically adults rarely ponder such deep questions.In summary, Catcher displays the
multiple elements of a pre-birth memory noted in the Introduction. Beyond that memory, he
recalls past lives and has reported after-death communications. Catcher is empathic, telepathic,
clairvoyant, and expresses great compassion for other people, including animals. We are
blessed to have him on planet Earth.“Mommy, Why Are People Afraid to Die?”Susan’s son
consistently talked about heavenly life.Susan: “As a toddler, Kyle talked about God a lot. He said,
‘When I talk to God, I am going to ask if I can have two brains. One brain can be busy doing one
thing and the other brain can be busy doing another. I want to do twice as much. That would be
cool.’ He also told me, ‘When I talk to God, I am going to ask: Why can’t I be a butterfly?’“When
Kyle was three and a half, he stopped watching TV one day and asked me, ‘Mommy, why are
people afraid to die? I am not afraid to die because you go back to that place from before.’ I
asked, ‘You mean that place that you always talk about?’ He said, ‘Yeah, it is really nice there. I
don’t mind going back there because that is where God lives.’ I shared his statement with my
mom, who believes that when we die, our spirits remain in the grave until the final resurrection.
She said, ‘Well, that is only Kyle’s imagination as there is no such thing.’“From the age of two,
Kyle constantly talked about the good times he and four siblings had had before birth. He would
momentarily stop playing with his toys and explain, ‘Before I was born, we played games or
walked in a park with trees, flowers, and happy sunshine. We could do anything we wanted. We
could even fly.’“These were not random, wild stories. He fixed the time of each event by pointing
out each sibling who was with him in Heaven. His memories ranged from being with three to five
siblings before being born. I noticed a pattern, a real theme. He said, ‘Adam (his oldest brother)
was not there that time. He was gone.’ Another time Adam and Chris were not there because
‘They were simply gone.’ The missing sibling was ‘gone’ from Heaven because he had already
been born on Earth.“One day Kyle told me, ‘Mom, another kid was there with me (during a



specific incident), but I don’t remember his name. I keep trying, but I can’t remember it at all.’ At
first, I let it pass, until Kyle mentioned it the next day: ‘Who was that kid? Do you have any idea?’
I then realized that Kyle was talking about the baby that never had a chance to be born, a baby I
miscarried before his birth. That had to be it.”My Most Treasured MemoryThirteen-year-old
Drew’s parents regarded her pre-birth memories as fantasies.A spontaneous meditation elicited
Drew’s pre-birth memories in early childhood. As she explains, “My memories were triggered
when I had a day to think about what events happened in my life so far: ‘What happened before
that? And before that?’ and so on. I traced back my pre-birth memories to before anything else.
They are real, much better than a dream.”Drew first shared her memories when she was ten.
“Mom gave me the ‘eyebrow’ as if I was making up nonsense to get attention. I said, ‘I am not
lying. I’ve been keeping this to myself for quite some time.’ I trusted Mom might give an
explanation, except no matter how many times I explained it, she turned her hearing off. I gave
up. Dad was no different. I am frustrated when those closest to me toss it aside.“My memories
are special and give me comfort. I long to be in that boundless, blissful state again. I felt pure
existence, freedom. Things were very black. I could not feel, and yet somehow I sensed things. I
felt weightless.“I heard a female voice speaking in a peaceful, content tone as if it were a mental
thought spoken aloud. The exact words were: ‘It is time for me to wake up now.’ At first, I was not
sure it was ‘me’ saying this. I felt happy to be ‘waking up’ after waiting an eternity in some type of
slumber. I wanted to be existent again.“Some other force was gliding me down to Earth. As I
descended to Earth, I had a panoramic view of a beautiful, bright planet with a comfortable,
appealing aura. I saw all its vast clouds and oceans. I felt somewhat confident of going.“Time
was in incredibly slow motion as I hovered there. Earth continued to move as I observed it. Then,
for some reason, I was approaching this planet at an unbearable super-speed. I had to go
quickly like an asteroid entering Earth’s atmosphere. Incredible. Light speed, I suppose. I felt a
slight shaking when I observed the planet, like a shaky camera lens when it tries to remain still. I
could not control my movements and manipulate them by thinking ‘left’ or ‘down.’ I had no choice
but to come down.”Drew’s first memory in her body is at age two: “I was walking around the
house. My body was not as light and blissful as I had expected. A human body has limits.
Without a body, I had no such limits. As I grew up, learning how to do things felt more like a
reminder: walking, speaking, being nice to people. When my kindergarten teacher pulled down a
map of the Earth and said, ‘You are living on planet Earth, California, in the USA,’ this reminded
me of its name and appearance. I had seen Earth before I was born. I thought, ‘Oh, yeah,
everything feels familiar. Having a mom and dad is familiar: waking up in the morning and being
closest to one or two other beings.’“When I was in fourth grade, my mom told me, ‘You were an
easy baby and very sweet. You were always cautious, obedient, and ‘ready to serve’ at any
moment. When Mom told me that, I understood my memory. I realized who had said, ‘It’s time for
me to wake up now.’ The tone of the voice had that type of personality. It was, and is, me.”Reborn
Straight from TibetJan’s children shared pre-birth memories as toddlers and remember them
today as teenagers.Two-and-a-half-year-old Robbie caught his mother’s attention when he said:



“I came from Turquoise Land. The music there was different from the music Daddy plays. My
sister is waiting outside the gate, in the Pink Land. She will put a ball of white light in your tummy
and jump in.” One year later his sister, Anna Grace, was born. Robbie also told his mother, “My
brother is further away in another land, the Blue Land. He will come later and be born in
America.”Three years after Anna Grace’s birth, she too began sharing memories: “Mom, I was
up in Angel Land, the Land that I came from. I heard Dad calling my name, ‘Anna Grace,’ so I
knew it was time to come.” Indeed, several weeks before her birth, Anna Grace’s father had
suggested the name Anna Grace. Over and over again Anna lamented: “I miss Angel Land. I
don’t like it here. It’s too hard. I want to go back.” Her mother consoled her, “I love you very much.
I know that it’s different, but you can feel good here too. I’m glad that you are here. Everything will
be okay.” At other times, Anna said, “I have all the angels in my bedroom, and throughout the
house are stars. No one else can see them because I can still see Angel Land, where I came
from.”
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Marie, “JAW DROPPING MEMORIES ABOUND!. Can I give it MORE than 5 stars? I LOVE this
book. I literally find my jaw dropping with pretty much every story. The validations these people
have gotten from their parents are astounding. Things that they 'know' which are confirmed by
parents and others could not have been available to them in any other way besides having seen
and experienced those things firsthand.I'm only about 1/3 of the way into the book and I'm trying
to savor every page. I don't want it to end and I'm HOPING for a sequel. I'm a bit of a skeptic
when it comes to the supernatural or scientifically unproven. But for me, I have always found
such hope in people who are born with very strong past life memories. Kids who are so tied to
their previous life that they have a difficult time adjusting to their current life. Their memories are
so strong, so detailed and clear that often, they end up meeting still living friends and relatives
from their previous lifetime and those friends or relatives become convinced that the child was
indeed their deceased loved one. Imagine the kind of evidence you would need to embrace
some little kid who was claiming to be your dead brother, mother, aunt or spouse. It would have
to be overwhelming! And it is!THIS book comes at a similar topic from a different aspect. Instead
of kids who remember their previous life, they remember their BETWEEN life...and the decision
making process in choosing their parents for the life they are currently living. When they tell their
parents about the things they remember, the parents are stunned and wonder how their child
could know such details from before they were born or from their own actual birth. One child
described the building she was born in as red brick. When she saw it, the building was WHITE
brick but someone confirmed that at the time she would have been born there, it was, indeed
red. This is one of the least jaw dropping memories that are described!I love anything that
makes me have hope in an afterlife or the continuity of spirit. This book does that for me.I belong
to a face book group called The Michael Newton Institute for Life Between Lives Hypnotherapy
which is more focused on the BETWEEN LIFE realm. But this book confirms so many of Dr.
Newton's findings and what his hypnotherapy patients experienced. I have shared my love of
this book on that face book page. The people who have trusted my recommendation and
purchased the book, have expressed a similar feeling about it. My friend Janet is almost finished
with it and she got it a week after I did ! (I'm a slow reader).If you are at ALL interested in this
topic or topics similar to this, you will not be disappointed by this book. I hope you buy it and I
hope you review it and tell others about it.While you're at it, you can visit The Michael Newton
Institute for Life Between Lives Hypnotherapy face book page and see the comments that others
have made about it!”

E. Schrecengost, “Life before birth. This book is very informative and answers questions we all
have about the soul and eternal life. I loved the stories of the babies that remembered their life in
the spiritual dimensions after they were born here in the physical world. The authors did a
tremendous job writing this book. I highly recommend it to anyone who is interested in this



subject.”

Barbara Rivera, “This book would bring comfort to those who have lost a baby, had a
miscarriage or ...... I had to add to my previous review-- I love this book so much that I bought a
case of them to sell- then I (happily) gave theme all away- one by one. I even lent away my own
copy. (I don't remember who has it #giveMeMyBookBack)This book would be especially
meaningful to anyone who is alive. Or even is a human being. Or to those who fear death or
loss.___________________________________________________previous review:I just love
Cosmic Cradle, Spiritual Dimensions of Life before Birth, I can imagine that this book would
bring comfort to those who have lost a baby, had a miscarriage or even had an abortion.I believe
that if we, human beings, could shake the strong psychological discomfort that death holds, the
choices we make regarding our birth might be made grounded in power and connection rather
than fear. Our own inner connection and knowing might become stronger just knowing that this
is possible in the world. I lent mine out, and the then I found I couldn't be without it. I had to have
another one - and I already know who I want to lend THIS one to!I highly recommend this
magical book! I”

Anne Loader McGee, “Incredible Information!!. This is an extremely well documented book and
should be required reading for anyone with suicidal tendencies. It explains about the soul’s pre-
birth memories and gives the reasons why some individuals have such difficult lives, while
others seem to live in apparent ease. As Elizabeth and Neil Carman’s research shows, even
conception and birth are not random or accidental happenings because we choose the structure
of our lives ahead of time in order to experience specific things. Yes, the feast of information
found in “Cosmic Cradle: Spiritual Dimensions of Life before Birth” leaves a haunting reminder of
just how little we really know about ourselves and our journey here.”

Phillip or Laura L, “Good but needed better editing. This book started off great. I loved the stories
and the unique perspectives. About 3/4 of the way through though, the info started to get very
repetitive and didn’t get much better for the rest of the book. I found myself flipping pages and
not fully reading them as much as skimming them. The info just seemed to be the same. I think a
little better editing would be nice but overall the message was good and the book offered a lot of
good and unique insights.”

Lisbeth Fischer, “I felt like I was having a conversation with a wonderfully like-minded .... Nothing
is more powerful to me than hearing stories from others experiences and this book is all about
sharing stories! I didn't want it to end! As someone who works in prebirth and preconception
communication, this book spoke so deeply to me. I felt like I was having a conversation with a
wonderfully like-minded friend. Prebirth communication is REAL and it is POWERFUL and it is
POSSIBLE and this book is a shining example of that! If you pick it up, my guess is you won't



want to put it down and you won't want it to end. So much gratitude to Neil and Elizabeth for
writing this powerful gift of a book.Lisbeth Eyrich-Fischer”

M D, “Good but there is better book out there. Very good book, with some improvement needed.
I dont know about the original book since I only read this revised edition but some of the stories
are not that great. For example, there is case about a miracle pregnancy where the woman had
missing ovaries and uterus but got pregnant. The book says the doctor didnt want a malpractise
lawsuit, but nothing more. So the explanations is totally missing here, and the reader has to put
two and two together: the woman didnt miss reproductive organs at all and could get pregnant
without miracles, since she missed organs only on her discharge letter from hospital.The book
publishes research which is nice but what I really miss is technique, how to connect and see
spirit babies. The spirit baby book by Walter Makichen is far superior to this one and first line of
read to anyone in my opinion.”

mrs linda davies, “is amazing and I think everybody should read it. I am reading this book at the
moment, is amazing and I think everybody should read it.I just don't know how could these kids
know so much about there future lifeThey must be be indigo kids or little earth angelsIt is a very
touching read and I recommend it with all my heartKind regards Linda”

Claire l licence, “Fabulous book. This book blew my mind still trying to read and digest a year
later. It confirmed all my beliefs about life.”

S. E. Wigmore, “Five Stars. Excellent book, with case histories as well as research from many
countries and religions on this subject.”

The book by Neil J. Carman has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 102 people have provided feedback.
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